
Sznews.com reported on November 15 (Reporter Yu Lijie, correspondent Li
Shizhuo, Chen Rubing, Zeng Jiangdong) Instead of an ivory tower, campus is
home to post-quantum cryptography chip that breaks the “password crisis” and
“Monet drawing robot.” These high-tech products were developed by teachers
and students from two vocational colleges in Shenzhen. On November 14, the
20th China High-tech Fair kicked off at the Shenzhen International Convention
and Exhibition Center. The original research findings from teachers and
students of Shenzhen Polytechnic and Shenzhen Institute of Information
Technology (SZIIT) became the biggest attractions at the fair.
Shenzhen Polytechnic’s three research platforms debut and student maker
projects capture attention
High-tech products that will change people’s lives, such as post-quantum
cryptography chip that breaks the “password crisis,” imaging materials that can
lift the risk of medical negligence, mechanical arms controlled via brain wave
and smart blind guiding robot featuring the companionship function were on
display at the booth of Shenzhen Polytechnic at the fair. This year, Shenzhen
Polytechnic demonstrated 13 teacher projects and six student maker projects
at the fair. Among them, three newly-established major research innovation
platforms -- research institute for intelligent science and engineering, research
institute for intelligent manufacturing technology and Roald Hoffmann research
institute for advanced material also made their debut.
Among them, six excellent student maker projects from Shenzhen Polytechnic
captured a lot of attention among attendees. These projects are very practical
and include intelligent air detector, intelligent companion robot, cell phone
wireless charger, intelligent table card for conference participants, TODESK
all-in-one computer, and intelligent home controller based on ARM platform.
The “intelligent air detector", which is used to improve air quality, became an
attraction in the booth. The detector uses zigbee wireless communication
technology and other equipment to form a network. Devices of different use
can be combined flexibly to form an integrated system for indoor air monitoring
and purification.
SZIIT demonstrates 45 teacher and student research findings and unveils 19
research institutes
At SZIIT’s booth in the No.4 pavilion, representatives from companies such as
China advanced semiconductor industry innovation alliance, Shenzhen
Institute of Wide-bandgap Semiconductors, Huawei and Amazon watched 45
original research findings from teachers and students of SZIIT and formed a
partnership and signed four college-enterprise cooperation agreements with
SZIIT. Five college-enterprise cooperation platforms and 19 research institutes
of SZIIT were unveiled in the presence of attendees.
It is noted that among the 45 original research findings from teachers and
students, some advanced technologies, such as third-generation
semiconductor, intelligent manufacturing, blockchain, green environment
protection, AI, big data and advanced equipment manufacturing, have been



under industrial application.
The fair set up a special area for student maker projects, which displayed nine
student projects. Among them, “Monet drawing robot”, which was awarded at
China’s venture contests, attracted many attendees to watch as the v-shaped
robot was drawing vertically.
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